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Geographical distribution of Rainfall

� Water availability 6798 

m3/per/yr

� Exploitation of water

� 1990: 10 %

� 2002: 12 %

� Consumption (1997 – 2001)

� 2389 m3/per/yr

� Second place after USA
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Union of municipal companies

providing water

� EDEYA: Hellenic Union of Municipal Enterprises for Water Supply and 

Sewerage

� 155 DEYA: Municipal Enterprices for Water Supply and Sewerage

� Covers of 3,5 mio. Inhabitans

� In 1993 EDEYA joined EUREAU (European Union of National 

Associations of Water Suppliers)

� The members are undertakings and associations of water-drainage 

operations from all Members-states of the EU.
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Water supply of Athens

� In 1980 was founded the WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE COMPANY of 

ATHENS (ATHENS S. A.)

� It provides water services at approximately 4 mio. customers (2 mio. 

connections)

� The length of the pipes is 8.500 km

� The Department of sanitation serves 3,5 mio. inhabitants ( network 

length 6.000 km)
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Characteristics of water network

� The  treated water is carried through the pipelines from local WATER 

TREATMENT UNITS (m. e. n.) to the consumers. Hydrometers used to

measure consumption.

� The network began to be constructed after 1926 by E.C.U.

� The total length of the network today is 7.000 km

� Pressure of operating pipes is capped at 25 bars (minimum of 1 bar)

� Obligation of ATHENS S.A. is to provide water with preassure from 1 to 

12 bars according to waterwork regulations
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Characteristics of water network

� Optimum desired pressure: 6 bars

� The total number of Hydrometers is approximately 1.600.000

� 45 tanks (190.000 m3) interspersed at the top parts of the city from 

which water through the distribution network reaches consumers

� The total volume of storage tanks of WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE 

COMPANY serving water network is 1.022.000 m3
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Flow of water



Rainfall Index by UNESCO
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Annual pumping per capita of water resources in 

EU and neighbour countries in 2007
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Annual availability per capital of water resources 

in EU and neighbour countries in 2007
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Consumption per capita in m3



Demand on Water resources
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Annual Consumption in agriculture per capita of 

water resources in EU in 2007
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Added value/consumption of water in agriculture 

in the countries of EU in 2007
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Added value for consumption of water in 

agriculture
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Agriculture: the biggest consumer

� Water losses in transfer

(60 – 70%)

� Tracks: 36 % losses

� Wrong way of irrigation

� Pricing policy: free delivery 

to collective networks
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Water for urban use (millions of m3)



Annual consume in urban use per capita of water 

resources in EU in 2007
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Urban use

� 76 m3 per capita (Eurostat 2007)

� 29 % losses: obsolete network

� Groundwater is not satisfying the demand

� 110 from 236 subterranean systems are endangered

� Urbanisation

� Tourism

� Demand changes with the season
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Water prices

Category Prices Consumption
m3/month

E/m3

Urban use 0 – 5 0,4138

5 – 20 0,6471

20 – 27 1,8566

27 – 35 2,5992

> 35 3,2357

Industry < 1000 0,8381

> 1000 0,9866

Public - Municipal stable 0,9972
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Proposals for agriculture

� Water pricing based on volume

� Measuring consumption takes into account all types of uses, including 
private boreholes

� Checks on compliance with the license of boreholes 

� Interface of agricultural subsidies by implementing environmentally 
friendly practices

� Inform farmers regarding irrigation and use of crop water with less 
quantity

� Simplify licensing tanks collecting rainwater
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Proposals in others areas

� Examination of applicability of new concepts in residential  area:

1. Renovating network

2. Fixing network problems faster

3. Separate network for potable water of secondary use

4. Collection and use of water for irrigation and other tasks

� Implementing new alternatives for water resources management in 

tourist areas:

1. Desalination

2. Water recycling

3. Stormwater gathering



Average charge of water (€/m3)
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The big issue of the diversion of Achelous river

For the exploitation of the water 

resources of Thessaly and Achelous

(the 3rd longest river of Greece) 

several studies have been made. 

Electro Watt (EW) and the Canadian 

company (SNC) have done the most 

important ones.

In 1983 the prime minister

announces the diversion of the river.

1.100 million m3/year diverted to 

Thessaly. In 1995 it was decided to 

reduce that number to 600 million 

m3/year.
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Goals to be achieved by the diversion of Achelous 

river
� irrigation of the Thessalic fields

� increase the agricultural 

production

� supply water in the households

� improve the water quality of 

Penaeus and the groundwater 

aquifers

� Production of energy

The project would be completed in a decade….it is still under discussion. The 

diversion tunnel has a total length of about 17.5 km. Only 11 km are complete. 

The estimated total ammount needed is 100 million euros.



The Hydrosystem 

of Athens
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Marathon Dam



Marathon Dam
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Lake Marathon or the Marathon Reservoir is a water supply 

reservoir formed from the construction of Marathon Dam at the 

junction of Charadros and Varnavas Streams. It was the primary 

water supply for Athens from 1931, when it became operational, 

until 1959.  In 1959 water from Yliki Lake became available. In 1981 

water  from Mornos Reservoir  was used.

The area of the lake at the height of the spillway of the dam is 2.45 

square kilometres, the maximum depth is 54 m, the lake concetrates 

water from a drainage basin of 118 square kilometres with an 

average runoff of 14,400,000.0 m³ per year in an average rainfall of 

580 mm per year , the average inbound volume is 12,000,000.0 m³

per year and the maximum reservoir capacity is 41,000,000.0 m³

(effective volume 34,000,000.0 m³).



Marathon Dam
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The dam (gravity dam) 

was constructed by the 

American firm ULEN

(which had a Build-

Operate-Transfer type 

contract for the 

ownership of the water 

supply company of 

Athens until 1974). It was 

constructed to meet the 

increased water demand

caused by the rapid population increase in the Athens area following the 

huge influx of greek refugees from Asia Minor during and after the end 

of Greco-Turkish War (1919-1922). The construction lasted from 1926 to 

1929.
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Thank you for your attention ☺


